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About This Game

You have to play a cannon right in the middle of the battle, dangerous projectiles will be launched in you, which will cause
damage when touched. You need to move the shield so as to reflect as many shells as possible, and this will all happen under a

pleasant soundtrack. You will not get bored, because the frequency of sending shells is growing.

Features

 Endless gameplay

 Pleasant appearance

 Pleasant soundtrack
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Title: DeFaster
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nekyau Games
Publisher:
 Nekyau
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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They knew what they were doing while choosing the soundtracks for the game.. I loved it! However, I couldn't figure out how to
shut off the cylinder \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. I realy like it!
At first, many problems prevented us playing comfortable.
Now the problems gone.
I like not only the comfort but also the worldview of this game.
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67\u30b9\u30d4\u30fc\u30c9\u611f\u306b\u6ea2\u308c\u3066\u3044\u307e\u3059\u3002
\u6b32\u3092\u8a00\u3048\u3070\u3082\u3046\u5c11\u3057\u30b9\u30c8\u30fc\u30ea\u30fc\u306b\u539a\u307f\u304c\u6b
32\u3057\u3044\u3067\u3059\u304c\u3001\u7d9a\u7de8\u30a2\u30c3\u30d7\u30c7\u30fc\u30c8\u3092\u516c\u5f0f\u304c\u
307b\u306e\u3081\u304b\u3057\u3066\u3044\u308b\u306e\u3067\u3001\u4eca\u5f8c\u3082\u671f\u5f85\u3067\u304d\u305
d\u3046\u3067\u3059\u3002. I would reccomend this game to others but it would mainly be for people who need to know the
most basic things since there is only his 4 room apartment to explore. The game itself is interesting and I personally got the
japanese learning DLC so i would reccomend that the developpers insert some sort of alphabet learning system for the game as
well since if you don't know the alphabet there's not much you can do. Either way the game was very helpful and I enjoyed it. :).
Not nearly as good as the Edgar Allen Poe mystery. The puzzles didn't feel as connected, and the hidden objects were
completely uninvolved with the story. In the EAP one, they felt meaningful to the story, and you would use objects found, to
find other objects. it was cool. This one has you find a bunch of objects, and then seemingly unrelated, find one more object
that was there the whole time -- you just couldn't click on it. The game was more complex, and the puzzles were obtuse -- I even
was forced to use a walkthrough for a couple parts, as the hint system is insane. You have like thirty objects in your inventory,
and the hint system demands you get a hint on one object....

I come down on it, because I really liked the first one, and hoped they would continue with that style. Maybe the next one will
be better.
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Clever and ridiculously addictive.
. Possibly, the best game that you can purchase with 6 dollars these days. A true competition that has been in development for
years, and that we have awaited to purchase on day one. Enjoy it, please.. Not as good as Amnesia: The Dark Descent because
there is no inventory. You do not need to search for oil or tinder boxes. There is also no health and insanity bar. But the story
was kinda cool, game was scary and areas were nicely made. The playtime is like half of Amnesia: The Dark Descent (about 5
hours).. the best 99 cents i think ive ever spent.. Superb translation of the board game. The AI isn't too bad and often provides a
good challenge, which is impressive given the number of different races and special powers they can be combined with. The
online and local multiplayer options are truly superb. The game isn't without some bugs however, the android version often
crashes but works ok when rebooted and the final scores occasionally disappear only to reappear a few days later. This can be
quite frustrating when all you want to do is see who won. The DLCs only work on the platform they've been purchased on, so a
steam DLC won't work on android or IOS - you can however, continue or join a game started using the DLCs on a platform
where you don't own them. The game is great fun, particularly if you like the boardgame but I've introduced it to friends who've
never heard of the boardgame and they've loved it too.. its a good train but the down side to it is the headlights do not work not
impressed with that but its a good train anyways and its not like the I.O.W train also i like to point out the brake turns wrong it is
right to suply brakes and left to relase brakes but mabe that will be fixed soon hopefully !!!!

NOTE; mabe it will update and the headlights will work
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